Abstract-Digital watermarking is a well known technique used for copy rights protection of multimedia data. The biggest disadvantage of general watermarking schemes is that they permanently distort original data. Reversible watermarking techniques allow the restoration of original data, after watermark detection. A blind robust and reversible watermarking algorithm based on CDMA is proposed in this paper. Watermark is arithmetically added in CDMA based watermarking schemes. Therefore, it is not difficult to make CDMA based watermarking schemes reversible. In proposed algorithm, spreaded watermark is added to middle frequency coefficients in DCT domain in a specific way. Watermark is extracted by using spreading codes only. After extraction, the watermark can be removed from watermarked data only by using same spreading codes. Furthermore, the original watermark is not required during watermark removal process.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of wide bandwidth wireless networks, mobile internet is set to provide a significant channel of multimedia content distribution. In the absence of proper digital rights management systems, there is a real risk of interception, manipulation, misuse and unauthorized distribution of information. Digital watermarking is one of those techniques used for copyrights protection of multimedia data. Digital watermarking has become a very active area of research in recent years.
Watermarking schemes are divided in two main categories: non-oblivious and oblivious watermarking schemes. In non-oblivious watermarking schemes original image is required during extraction process. It is not needed in oblivious, or blind, schemes. Generally a watermarking scheme should be unobtrusive, robust, universal and unambiguous. In [1] qualities of a good watermarking scheme are described in detail. Another property of a good watermarking scheme is security i.e. how robust a watermarking scheme against malicious attacks. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems are considered as one of the most secure communication systems. Proposed watermarking scheme is based on Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA). Every watermark bit is spread before insertion to an image and mistaken for noise, such that it goes undetected by an evedropper. Biggest disadvantage of general watermarking algorithms in practice is that they permanently distort original image. In sensitive applications like military or medical imagery original image is required after watermark extraction. This requirement creates another category of watermarking schemes called reversible watermarking schemes. In these schemes, the watermark can be removed completely after watermark extraction (detection) to retrieve original image back.
Proposed watermarking algorithm is blind and based on CDMA. It is secure, reversible and can carry more payload than some other CDMA based schemes [2] . This algorithm is very flexible and watermark can be added at wide range of PSNR values. This scheme is very robust even if watermark is added at high PSNR value. So, it can be used as irreversible watermarking algorithm for normal distribution of images in less sensitive applications [3] . When a very strong watermark is needed, watermark is added at low PSNR value and visible on watermarked image, but it only looks like a noise. If a very noisy watermark is added, watermarked image become useless for unauthorized users. Authorized users can detect the watermark and later remove it to get noise free original image.
Compared to previous reversible watermarking schemes, proposed scheme has certain advantages. Visible watermarks are usually added to specific areas of image [4] , but in proposed algorithm visible watermark is spread over whole image in the form of noise. Reversible watermarking schemes use properties of image [5] , [6] and thus are image format dependent. Some of these schemes were not applicable to compressed images. Therefore, some more reversible watermarking schemes were presented for compressed images [7] , [8] . Proposed algorithm is independent of image format. Watermark is arithmetically added in frequency domain. It does not matter whether DCT coefficients are quantized or not. Presented algorithm is very robust, unlike most of reversible watermarking scheme which are fragile [9] , [10] . In proposed algorithm original watermark is not needed during watermark removal process. Therefore, this scheme is perfect for medical applications where patient name and date of birth are embedded as a watermark.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 CDMA based reversible watermarking algorithm is described. Section 3 presents the experimental results and section 4 concludes this paper.
II. REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING ALGORITHM
Every watermark bit is spread using a zero mean spreading code before insertion. Original image is transformed to frequency domain (DCT watermark is arithmetically added to selected frequency coefficients. Modified frequency coefficients are transformed back to get watermarked image. At receiver, watermarked (attacked) image is transformed to frequency domain and same coefficients are selected. Just by calculating cross correlation between selected coefficients and spreading codes watermark is extracted. So, watermark is extracted blindly only by using spreading codes (which can be provided in secret key). Extracted watermark is spread again using same spreading codes and subtracted from the selected frequency coefficients of watermarked image. After applying inverse transformation original image is obtained. So only by using spreading codes watermark can be removed, even original watermark is not required during watermark removal process. . . .
In each
vector "k" bits are added, here "k" is the number of spreading codes used. is the gain factor, which controls the intensity of watermark. Higher the value of , stronger be the watermark and noisier be the watermarked image. Replace all vectors by to form . By applying Inverse Discrete Cosine Transformation (IDCT) on watermarked image is obtained.
B. Watermark Extraction
Let be the received or attacked image. Apply FDCT on :
Select same vectors as before, but are now ̂ . Every bit is extracted by calculating cross correlation between ̂ and spreading codes .
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By using orthogonality of spreading codes the equation can be simplified as:
Here is a positive quantity and . is always positive so sign of . is determined by . Therefore,
Here is zero mean spreading code and magnitude of ( . ) is not very large if the length of the spreading codes is long and the elements of vectors are mutually similar. So higher the value of and longer the spreading codes larger be the magnitude of ( . ), hence more accurate is the watermark extraction. Every watermark bit is extracted to form extracted watermark , , . .. , .
C. Removal of Watermark
The watermark can be removed after extraction using:
Now all ̂ are replaced by again to get original image back. Another advantage of the proposed scheme is that original watermark is not needed during watermark removal process.
D. Formation of Vectors
vectors should be formed in such a way that magnitude of ( . ) remains as small as possible. As number of ones and minus ones are equally distributed in spreading codes , the magnitude of ( . ) will be small, if the elements of vectors are mutually similar. Mutually similar elements can be obtained if vectors are formed in same rows of every 8×8 DCT block. Variation in lower frequency rows are higher than middle or higher frequency rows of DCT blocks, so lower frequency coefficients are not used. As higher frequency coefficients are discarded during compression process only middle frequency rows are used to make vectors. Fig. 1 shows how row-wise vectors are formed over the whole image. Different formations presented in [3] can also be used. In all the experiments 512 512 grayscale images (Lena, Milk drop and Gold hill (Fig. 2) are used. A binary watermark 32 32 (1024 bits long) is spread using four 512 bits long mutually orthogonal spreading codes. vectors are formed in 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th rows of 8 8 DCT coefficients blocks (Fig. 1) . Column 2 of tables I to III show the PSNR values of watermarked images at different values. All PSNR values are with respect to original images, shown in Fig. 2 . Column 3 presents BER in extracted watermarks. Column 4 shows PSNR values after watermark removal using respective extracted watermarks. Tables I to  III show that the PSNR values of restored images are so high (in some cases infinite) that the distortions can be considered as perceptually transparent. Generally, for PSNR values, anything over 40db is not visible. Fig. 3(a) presents a zoom in version of watermarked image which is very noisy (PSNR=27.4328db). This image is watermarked using a 32 32 (1024 bits long) binary watermark. This image is so noisy that it is useless for unauthorized users. Watermark is extracted with no bit errors from the this watermarked image. Fig. 3(b) shows image after watermark removal, which is identical to original image (PSNR=70.3462). Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) shows the same results with a 64 64 (4096 bits long) watermark. Now the spreading codes are 128 bits long.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Reversible Watermarking
B. Robustness where Reversibility is not Required
The watermarking scheme, presented in this paper, is tested against a variety of attacks by using checkmark 1.2 [11] . Checkmark 1.2 only tells whether the watermark is detected or not. So, the watermark detector is programmed at thresholds 70%. In case of 70% threshold, the watermark is considered as detected if BER ≤ 0.3. All images are tested using three different binary watermarks 64 64 (4096 bits), 32 32 (1024 bits) and 8 8 (64 bits). Images are watermarked at PSNR value of 40db in the following experiments. Results show that this scheme is very robust against jpeg compression as well as wavelet compression. Checkmark 1.2 compresses the watermarked images with a quality factor as low as 10%. Table IV shows that, in average, 97% and 93% of the watermarks are detected against jpeg and wavelet compression respectively. Tables IV to VI show the percentage of correctly detected watermarks from different watermarked images against each attack. Last column in every table shows the average percentage of the detected watermarks against each attack on all the images. Last row shows the average percentage of the detected watermarks against all the attacks on each image.
IV. CONCLUSION
A blind and reversible watermarking algorithm is presented in this paper. Proposed algorithm is very flexible and watermark can be embedded at a wide range of PSNR values. This scheme can also be used as a normal watermarking application where reversibility is not required. Perceptually transparent watermark can be added at high PSNR values using proposed algorithm. Simulations have proved that this scheme is very robust against a variety of attacks. Reversible version of proposed algorithm can extract the watermark and later recover the original image back. Watermark can be extracted and removed only by using spreading codes. Original watermark is not required during extraction as well as removal process. Further research can be done to send some useful information beyond a simple security tag as a watermark. This information can be extracted after receiving watermarked data, processed and later removed to get original data back.
